handguns and rifles.
“We have some that are autoreset and some that are manual
reset,” said Vice President Jerry
Eddens. “Others are static
targets.”
Styles include a centerfire plate
rack, a .22 caliber plate rack that
works like a horizontal dueling
tree, and conventional dueling
trees for both centerfire and
rimfire.
“The idea for our targets is that
people can keep shooting without
having to go downrange to reset
their targets,” Eddens said.
Do All Outdoors has expanded
its line of polymer self-healing
targets; expect to get between
2,000 and 10,000 hits—depending
on caliber—before they need to be
replaced. Styles include ground
bouncers, spinners and a pigeon
perch, as well as targets that go

or outdoors,” he said. “This
concept originated for picking
up pecans and acorns, so it was
made for an agricultural purpose
originally. We just adapted it to
picking up brass.”
Tiger Vac offers an all-steel
vacuum system for cleaning
up unburned powder and lead
particles from surfaces.
“This vacuum is explosionproof for the gun powder and has
a HEPA filter for the lead, both per
OSHA’s handbook,” said Massimo
De Pastena. “It comes in various
configurations and price levels.”

Ammo-Up’s pistol-brass gathering
machine is better than ever.

with the company’s shotgun
catapult system.
Do All Outdoors also has a
line of colorful AR500 steel targets
that start with rimfire targets
and include pistol and centerfire
targets as well. The company’s Big
Gong for long-distance shooting
continues to be popular with
ranges.
Maintenance equipment
Ammo-Up has improved its

pistol-brass machine, which grabs
brass casings off the floor and flips
them into a basket at the front of
the machine.
“We’ve added a baffle on the
front of the machine to prevent
any shells from flying out,” said
Marketing Manager Brent Frantz.
“It’s made the equipment more
efficient at picking up the pistol
brass off the floor.”
Frantz said the pistol-brass
machine picks up every caliber

Midland Radio’s Personal Camera,
mounted here on the brim of a shooter’s
cap, offers high definition and point of
view, allowing for a shooter to see his
shooting style—and mistakes.

well except .22.
“The machine works indoors

Target -Delivery Systems at the SHOT Show
The Options & Innovations feature
in this issue focuses on target-delivery
systems. However, here that same
author comments on a few target-delivery systems on display at the SHOT Show
that caught her eye:
Advanced Training Systems has
introduced a robotic system that can be
operated out to a distance of 600 meters
by a range supervisor at the firing line.
“This system includes reactive
human-form mannequins for law
enforcement and military use,” said the
company’s Director of Engineering Dave
Tomczyk. “The operator is able to set
the ‘hit count’—the number of shots
required to ‘kill’ the target—before the
target drops or the system stops and
resets itself. This allows shooters to see
clearly when they’ve hit the target.”
Advanced Training Systems also
has added hit-reactive targets for shoot
houses and Hogan’s Alley scenarios.
The range master can place a target
anywhere in the shoot house and set
it for a specified number of hits. When
the officers have hit the target the
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programmed number of times, the target
goes over just like an armed suspect
would; that way the officers know the
room has been adequately cleared.
Also look for new Running Man
systems from Advanced Training
Systems.
“These are variable speed systems
for live-fire training that offer bi-directional targetry,” Tomczyk said. “They can
present ‘friend or foe’ scenarios, which
cause shooters to have to make decisions

UniqueTek’s portable target stand,
the Port-A-Stand, folds up easily
for storage and sets up in seconds.

before they shoot. These targets also
have hit sensing and hit counting and
are fully programmable for scenarios and
timing and for how the target behaves
when it resets.”
Rick Grodecki, sales manager for
Mancom Manufacturing, introduced the
company’s new wireless target-delivery
system.
“It has an all-wheel drive and is
completely battery operated,” he said.
“As a result we’ve been able to add many

features to the carrier. Ranges that
already have our Touch Plus system
will be able to convert to this system by
simply removing the target carrier, cable
system and drive unit, and using the
existing track. We deliberately designed
this new system so we can retrofit our
existing ranges with it.”
Meggitt Training Systems exhibited
an outdoor version of their existing
wireless range system.

Mancom’s wireless target-delivery system has an all-wheel-drive and is
completely battery operated.
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Other products
Action Target has teamed up
with TI simulators to offer realistic
law enforcement training scenarios
for TI facilities at ranges, says
Anderson.
“That’s something new for us,”
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“Now you can put a wireless
target system outside without
putting a building over it,” said
Director of Sales Eric Perez. “With
this system, outdoor ranges can
operate like indoor ranges, where
they don’t have to stop and wait
for everyone to go downrange and
put up new targets.”
Shooters can replace targets
individually and move targets out
to whatever distance they would
like.
UniqueTek has a new portable
target stand called the Port-A-Stand.
“It’s very simple, and there are no
parts to lose,” said UniqueTek’s Ron
Linder. “It folds up easily for storage
and transport, and sets up in seconds.
It’s also very stable. I’ve had it out in 15
to 20 mile an hour winds and even with
the target in the stand it didn’t blow
over without me using any stakes.”

Anderson added.
Midland Radio Corporation
has introduced a new wearable
action camera that’s useful for
ranges that teach shooting,
particularly clays shooting.
“It’s a high-definition, pointof-view camera that lets the
shooter see what his eye should see
through the camera,” said National
Accounts Sales Manager Dan
Callen. “It has a wide-angle lens
on it and takes up to a 32-gigabyte
card, so you have plenty of time
and plenty of storage space. It has
about a four-hour battery life and a
rechargeable battery.
“The most important thing
is that it’s really simple to use,”
Callan continued. “It has one
button for on and off that you can
press with or without a glove being
worn. The shooting instructor
can mount the camera so it faces
the student to look at eye and
head movement, or use it in other
applications so the student can
see where he’s shooting. It’s
another set of eyes that lets you,
for example, give a lesson and then
review what the student has done.”
Range Systems has a new highcapacity, portable bullet trap that’s
rated for .50 BMG.
“It will stop and safely contain
a .50 BMG round,” said Range
Systems’ Mike Pingel. “In addition,
it will hold thousands of rounds
between cleanings.”
Range Systems also has a new
line of training furniture that’s
particularly applicable to the law
enforcement market.
“This foam training furniture
allows ranges to create a realistic
training scenario,” Pingel said. “It
includes couches, a bed and a desk
that lets you set up different room
arrangements. Bullets pass right
through it so there’s no ricochet
danger, and nothing is going to
fragment off the furniture and be
dangerous. If someone falls on it,
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